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Use some 
psychology 

and 
economics 
to excite 
people 
about 
paying 
taxes



Low Tax Revenues in Bangladesh



Without Revenues, Infrastructure is Failing
• In the World Bank Enterprise Survey, Bangladeshi 

firms report >40 power outages per month on average.



Why?
• Low Capacity 

to enforce
– The system is 

informal



Innovations
• Retailer associations have a lot of clout, 

making enforcement difficult
• Innovation to circumvent governance 

challenges



The Idea
• Traditional punishment-based methods (fines, 

audits) to improve compliance not feasible to 
implement 

• Can we leverage interest in social recognition to 
stimulate tax payments?
– Think of things that are cheap for us to provide, but 

which firms may value 
• Publicize compliance information among peers
• Reward cards that help firms establish credibility

– Encourage peer monitoring and peer pressure 
(group rewards)



2 x 2 x 2 Experimental Design

Control: Letter with 
information on firm’s own 
records 

Publicizing information on 
registration and tax 
payments of  every firm in 
cluster (neighborhood)

Reward cards if  the firm and 
the cluster behaves well, in 
terms of  registration and 
payment

Publicize information + 
Reward Cards

No Recognition Peer Recognition

No 
Reward

Group 
Reward

• All groups receive baseline letter with information about their own 
registration and payment status (with an opportunity to correct info)

• Letters vary in describing subsequent treatments

• Firms receive letters with peer info and rewards every 6 months

• All treatments crossed with information on average compliance



There are useful ‘social’ connections 
and knowledge



Task 1: Map Area under NBR Dhaka 
South, and Conduct a Census of all Firms



Canvass Area 
by car, 
rickshaw, foot, 
identify all 
firms 
(regardless of 
registration 
status), geo-
code them, 
and define 
clusters.



Task 3: Digitize all NBR Records 
for these areas



Create 
Letters 

Populated 
with the 
Digitized 

Information



…and mail 
out letters to 

22,000+ 
firms

(reached 
16,500)



Use some 
psychology 

and 
economics 
to excite 
people 

about the 
VAT 

recognition
program



Implementation
• Delivered letters to about 17,000 firms.

– Original spatial survey had 32,000 firms.
• 4800 firms were informal, non-permanent (roadside 

stalls, street vendors)
• 1800 firms were not VAT-relevant (medical, ATMs)
• 2000+ firms closed between spatial survey and census!
• 3000+ firms closed between census and intervention
• 300 firms reappear with new name
• (2342 new firms in study area)

– High rates of informality, high turnover 
– 75% of attempted deliveries were successful
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Treatment Effects - Preliminary

Significant average effect in payment shows up 
in the Peer info x Card x Baseline info treatment 



Treatment Effect Heterogeneity
• If the baseline info treatment reveals that 

neighbors are generally not paying, then the 
treatment may induce firms to reduce payments. 

BRONZE CARD You AND at least 25% of your group are VAT registered
SILVER CARD Satisfy Bronze requirements + You AND at least 15% of your group pay at

least 4,500 Tk. from Jan‐July 15, 2013

GOLD CARD Satisfy Silver requirements + You AND at least 5% of your group pay at least
10,000 Tk. from Jan‐July 15, 2013

Out of the 69 businesses in your group:
 20% ‐ 39% of the businesses are registered for VAT
 Less than 20% of the businesses paid at least Tk. 4,500 between July‐December, 2012
 Less than 20% of the businesses paid at least Tk. 10,000 between July‐December, 2012

Annex 2: The following table shows statistics on VAT compliance among firms in your group.



Heterogeneity Analysis
• Not much action in new registrations, All the 

action is in tax payments: 
– Focus on silver and gold attainment

• The bottom quintile carries ‘negative’ 
information relative to requirements for silver 
and gold designation.
– Split sample by bottom quintile vs 20-100%

• Compare Peer+Card+Baseline Info against:
– “Baseline Info” only
– Pure Control



Baseline Info Sample
Peer+Card against Neither





• Comparison to Pure Control



Interpretation
• Firms appear to be responding to the 

incentives embodied in the recognition cards:
• Significant effects on a cluster of firms 

getting to silver and gold status, although 
there are no average effects firm-by-firm on 
the propensity to pay.

• Need to also study effects on payment 
amounts, but will have to systematically 
adjust for outliers


